Simplifying the Evolving Financial Services Sector

The financial services industry has changed significantly in recent years. A more competitive market landscape
and a keener focus on corporate governance is an evolving part of the financial industry. This executive guide
identifies the key challenges today’s financial firms face, how IT compounds these issues, and outlines a
proactive approach to financial operations, starting with the organization’s IT infrastructure.
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Five Ways IsUtility® Simplifies the Evolving Financial Sector

Publicly-traded organizations turn to IsUtility® system to help them mitigate the risk and
responsibility of a company owning and managing a company’s in-house IT system. IsUtility®
invests in the necessary hardware, applications and support so firm ownership no longer has
to. Here’s how we help financial organizations in relation to their IT system:

1

IT Audit Simplification
Comprehensive reporting and documentation procedures are built into IsUtility®. Financial firms

direct the IT infrastructure portion of the audit to IsUtility ®‘s auditing team who provide the necessary
documentation to the auditors. This methodology typically shortens the IT audit from days or weeks
to several hours. Since client data runs on enterprise level systems already compliant with standards

such as SAS-70, Sarbanes-Oxley, financial firms achieve instant IT infrastructure compliance.
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More Predictable IT Costs
Since IsUtility ® assumes virtually all capital IT and personnel costs, firms need only to forecast

for a consistent per user monthly fee. Rather than overinvest to meet demand, businesses can
deploy IT resources on-demand – as the market dictates. This simplifies the task of budgeting for
potential growth, particularly with complex expansion or merging projects when headcount is
increased or reduced. The organization pays only for the resources it uses, and as headcount
fluctuates, costs are adjusted accordingly.

the long term goals of
the organization.

3

Reduced Risk of IT Ownership
IsUtility ® reduces a firm’s dependence on onsite systems by assuming the costs and risks of the

entire IT lifecycle: hardware, backups, security and support. Liability no longer lies in the hands of the
business owner to purchase, manage and upgrade equipment. With this arrangement, the firm can
pursue growth opportunities without incurring the risk of significant capital outlays.

4

Competitive Advantage without the Added Expense
When the competitive landscape intensifies, financial services firms shouldn’t have to

worry about technology constraints or whether too muc h capital is tied up in IT. Businesses can
draw on IsUtility ®‘s enterprise-level resources as they need them, thus breaking the cycle of recurrent
IT expenditures and positioning the organization to adapt to evolving market conditions.

5

Clear Communication
With a predictable monthly per user cost, IsUtility® enables executives to establish financial

benchmarks that are easily communicated to upper level management. IsUtility ®’s client-focused
business model and familiar interface enables business executives to clearly communicate the
business benefits to members of the organization while avoiding technical jargon.
o
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Sign up for our free monthly newsletter
Schedule a free demo of the IsUtility® system
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